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ACTIVITIES IN TEACHING

Choose your answers from the choices listed below to fill in the blanks on these statements from
today’s program.

1. At Easter time we need to keep ___________________ as our central focus: how He died on
the cross for our ________________ and how He rose again to be our __________________.

2. IBL has a series of lessons on the __________________________________ which has 13
lessons and is prepared particularly for _________________ students.

3. One way you can order our teaching materials is through our _______________. The cost of
the Easter series is only __________________.

4. Besides our notebook format for our materials, all our series are also available
on___________. This enables you to print them yourself.

5. One Bible learning activity we are providing for you through our radio program is our weekly
________________________.

6. One thing Bible learning activities should do is to provide an opportunity for
__________________________________________ for everyone in the class.

7. Remember, when we use activities, the ___________________ of doing them is very
important.

8. We learn best by ____________________________ reinforcing the lesson content.
9. There are several kinds of _____________________ that can help the students understand

the teaching of the day.
10.Another kind of activity would be ____________________ activities which can include

anything the students make.
11.Among other activities you can use as a small group activity is called creative writing such as

writing _________________________ for a familiar tune.
12.Besides using our lessons for Sunday School, they would also be suitable for

__________________________, _________________________________,
or______________________________ Bible curriculum.

new words review activities
older home schooling
active participation Jesus
CDs $12.00
sins art
drama process
worksheet Savior
Easter story website
Christian School Junior Church

WHY DON’T SOME TEACHERS USE LEARNING ACTIVITIES? (Write your answers here.)


